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The Importance of Drain Cover Safety

FAQ

Drains can have a suction force of up to 700 pounds.

How do I replace
my drain covers?

Protecting swimmers is our priority. Although circulation entrapment
injuries and deaths have decreased in recent years, we must maintain our
pool and spa drains to ensure those numbers stay low. In 2008, The Virginia
Graeme Baker (VGB) Pool and Spa Safety Act was passed due to the death
and injury of multiple children caused by circulation entrapment in bathing
places. Under this act, all drain covers and grates must meet the current
ANSI/ASME standards and remain completely intact at all times.

Most pool vendors
can replace drain
covers as a service.
Some vendors prefer
to drain the pool/spa,
some can dive down
and replace them.

Maintaining Your Drain Covers
Drain covers should be visually inspected as often as the pool is maintained,
which should be daily. If the covers are not secure or if any part is damaged,
the pool should be secondarily padlocked closed to prevent bather access
and the covers should be replaced immediately. They should also be
replaced if worn or installed incorrectly. Below are examples of what drain
covers look like when needing replacement. Even if they are not damaged,
they should still be replaced according to the manufacturer’s requirements,
which on average is every 5 years. Drain covers should be replaced with the
same model if possible. If the existing model is not available, the new
cover’s flow rating should be equivalent or greater than the previous.

Damaged Riser Ring

Damaged Drain Cover

Incorrect installation of a
drain cover causes damage

Can I leave my
pool open if I have
a broken drain
cover? What if it’s
just the spa?

No; the entire pool
area must be closed
to bathers until
replacement, even if
the broken drain
cover is in a spa that
shares an enclosure
with a pool.

No part of the drain
should ever be visible

The Maricopa County Environmental Health Code can also be found here. To find more general information
on pool safety, visit The Pool & Hot Tub Alliance.

